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III.     EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF SOLAR FLARES AND SUBFLARZF: 

A.     INTRODUCTION 

Figure d shows a map of the United states and the area around Puerto 

Rico,  showing location of the transmitting and receiving sites which will 

be referred ti in this report.    One of the transmitting stations,  that of 

the National Bureau of Standards,   is located near Washington,  D.C.    The 

JO-Mo transmission,  called WWV-20, was monitored at the University of Wash- 

ington    (UW), Seattle, Washington,  and at Stanford University (SU), 

Stanford,  California.    The other transmitting station is located at 

Mayaguez,   Puerto Rico (PR) and has been operated by the University of 

Puerto Rico.    The UW site has been monitoring the 1&- and 10-Mc trans- 

missions* and the SU site has been monitoring the 16-,  !'>, and 10-Mc 

transmissions*.    Station WWV-20 is off the air for k rain,  starting V) 

min after each hr.    The PR transmissions are interrupted every 2 min for 

3 sec, and every 15 min for 30 sec.    These time marks appear as negative 

spikes on the instantaneous-frequency paper records and can also be 

recognized  in tiie amplitude,  angle-of-arrival,  and phase records.    In 

addition,   the transmitters are keyed with the identification letters every 

half hour. 

Ray paths between the transmitting and receiving sites are also 

drawn in Fig. 2, together with their "reflection" points for 1-, 2-, 

and 3-hop propagation modes. 

The  instantaneous-frequency records have a full scale of 10 cps 

(2 cps/cm);  the phase records have a full scale of 32n electrical rad- 

ians.    The angle-of-arrival records   (with a few exceptions, which are 

so marKed)  have a 20-deg full-scale  spatial spread.    Amplitude  is re- 

corded with many sensitivities  (O-z-w/cm to 2 v/cra).    All recorders were 

run at a speed of 2.5 mm/min  (about 6 in./hr),  except the phase recorders 

which were run at 1 mm/sec. 

The exact transmitted frequencies from PR are 17.8825, A^Q2^;,* 
9.7675,   and 9-7575 Mc. 

- 9 
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ERRATA 

Page 

12     Fig.  3 time scale should read:    1700   1733   l800   1830 

27     Fig.  !•'»,  Note on Channel B should read:    CHANNEL B:    RELATIVE PHASES 
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ABSTRACT 

During the occurrence of certain solar flares and eubflares (about 

25 percent of those reported), the Instantaneous frequency of a highly 

stable, c-w, h-f signal transmitted obliquely through the ionosphere is 

momentarily changed by a few cycles.    The change consists of an Increase 

in the frequency, followed by a decrease and subsequently a gradual 

return toward the original-received frequency.    The rapid part of the 

frequency variation lasts only a few alnutes (usually less than 5). 

In addition, the frequency change varies Inversely with the operating 

Frequency.    Paths separated by many hundreds of kilometers are simul- 

taneously affected     It is of interest tSmt these pronounced frequency 

shifts invariably occur prior to the loss of signal characteristic of a 

short-wave fadeout, and hence could conceivably be used to warn of in- 

pending signal loss  in modern h-f cosamunication systems affording con- 

tinuous feedback of propagation conditions over the path.    In certain 

cases, however,  the flare-induced frequency shift is not followed by 

a fadeout. 

The azimuthal angle of arrival of the same signals that suffer 

frequency changes during solar flares and subflares also deviates in 

about one-third of the cases.    The fact that an h-f wave suffers bear- 

ing deviations signifies that ionization is able to bend it.    Electron- 

density gradients are probably produced from the solar-flare-induced 

ionization,    especially at times when the sun's energy falls at a 

grazing angle on the path     The angle usually deviates to the south 

of the great-circle path in the case of the Puerto Rico - Palo Alto 

(PR - SU) path during the season at which these measurements were made. 

These observations of instantaneous frequency and angle-of-arrival 

changes during solar flares suggest that new ionization is introduced 

initially somewhere just above the E region—very probably in the height 

region 120 to ihO km, although even higher heights are possible.    This 

initial ionization may or may not be followed by the generation of 

ionization in the absorbing D region. 

The time variation of height at which solar-flare-induced ioniza- 

tion is released,  suggests that the ionization-producing radiant energy 

is initially soft,  and then "hardens" as the flare progresses. 

- iii - 
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I.    ICTRODUCTION ANP HISTORICAL REVIEW 

Since the early days of h-f radio propagation, students of the Ionos- 

phere have been confronted with the influence of the sun upon it.   The 

sudden occurrence of fading or disappearance - the so-called Short-Wfcve 

Fadeout (SWF) - of h-f signals obliquely transraitted through the iono- 

sphere was first noticed by Mogel (Ref. l] in 1930     Later, Dellinger 

fBef   2) was the first to associate these Sudden Ionospheric Distur- 

bances (SID's) with the simultaneous eruptions (solar flares) taking 

place in the sun.    Thus,  the so-eaUed f-fogel-DelUnger effect becaae an 

object of intense study by the isany workers in the h-f ionospheric 

propagation field.    Table 1 presents a condensed history of the obser- 

vations of the effects of solar flares on the upper atmosphere by the 

main workers in the field 

The various workers used different methods and equipment for taci- 

suring the changes in the ionospheric parameters that could be affected 

by the changes brought about by solar flares.    The interpretations aid 

conclusions reached from experimental observations of the ionosphere 

were often limited by the scope of the experiments.    Many workers held 

completely opposite views and reached contradictory conclusions as to 

what really happened in the ionosphere during solar flares.    f-Sartyn, 

Munro, Higgs and Williams  [Ref    3],  for example, by studying certain 

anomalies appearing on vertical-incidence ionograms during solar flares, 

noticed that the virtual height of the ionospheric,   F-region reflection 

point rose following a solar flare.    They attributed this to an actual 

upward movement of the F layers and a decrease of the electron density 

of these layers,  often somewhat before absorption effects appeared 

near the reflecting point. 

The above observations were contrary to the earlier statements by 

Dellinger  [Ref.  k],  McNish  [Ref.  5],  and others  [Refs. 6,7,8,9,10],  who 

had postulated that most of the effects are concentrated in the D region 

(below 90 km).    In 1938,  Burkard  [Ref. ll],  by studying the ionosphere 

with signals of 30 Mc,  concluded that the  ionization increase was en- 

tirely in the E region.    An interesting experimental result was reported 

by Naismith and Beynon [Ref.  12].    By studying the vertical reflections 
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of h-f signals from the F region without getting reflections from the 

E region, they noticed echoes suddenly appearing from a height of 125 taa. 

These echoes lasted a few minutes at the end of which the F-layer echoes 

were seen again in their normal place. A solar flare of importance 1 

took place during this short interval. The behavior of the ionosphere 

during this flare was the same aa that which will be reported later in 

this paper. Beckaan, Mensel, and Vilbig fRef. 13l in the same year 

(I938) published a paper maintaining the D-region effects are inadequate 

to explain w»iat happens in the ionosphere during solar flares. They 

thought the E ana F regions were affected as well. Bracewell and Starker 

(Bcf !'•] studied extensively -he Sudden Phase Anomalies (SPA) produced 

or. vlf transmissions (lo kc) during solar flares. They concluded that 

•«he D-region ionization is increased during solar flares. However, 

In Ö out of 12 cases reported in this paper the SPA's cam© after the 

times of the visible maxima of the flares. Beckner and Dleminger 

(Bef. 15] in 19^0, and Minnis and Bazzard in 19?6 [Ref. lo), reported 

that during a very stro,.^ solar flare that was accompanied by cosmic 

rays, the F-region ionization increased appreciably and the F layer 

moved downward  Bibl [Ref. 17] reported in 1951 that increases in the 

E-region critical frequency of more than 0 2 Mc were taking place during 

SID's. In the same year Findlay [Ref. 15], by studying the changes of 

the phase and group paths of 2-Mc signals during SID's, concluded that 

the rcaxiroum ionization during fadeouts is produced at a height of 101 

^ 2 Km. Ellison [Ref 19] published a paper in 1953 in which he re- 

ported that the Sudden Enhancements of Atmospherics (SEA's) invariably 

lag the time of the maxima of solar flares by 2 to 10 min. 

It is evident from this brief review that no agreement has been 

reached as to where the maximum ionization is usually first produced. 

Coming now to the group of references that more closely relates to 

our work, we notice that short-period increases followed by decreases in 

the instantaneous-received frequency of highly stable h-f waves were 

first observed by Fenwick and Villard [Ref. 20] in i960. They specu- 

lated that these rather sudden changes in the instantaneous-received 

frequency might be due to rapidly downward-moving F-region irregulari- 

ties. Later in the same year Chan, Villard, and Duerfo [Ref. 21] associated 

- 3 - 



these short-period changes In the  instantaneous frequency with solar 

riüres occurring slEidtaneously with the chunges  Similar effects 

have been published core recently by Knecht and Davies [Ref. 22l; 

they found an F-region increase in ion density and speculated that the 

change in the instantaneous frequency could be due to a downward nove- 

-.e.v. of  the F-region layer during a strong solar flare. However, close 

^xs^ir^ntion of the effect of eolar flares on the instantaneous-received 

frequency of h-f waves obliquely psvpagated through the ionosphere over 

!.?,_; pjtti.s, 5-415 brought to light certain evidence which strongly sug- 

jyii-.i \',.ni  "-;-'-• U;u^pj;ert' !s affected above the F region first, and 

that the D region nay or cay not be affected later. 

faring the occurrence of certain solar flares and subflares the 

instftntanea^s :Yequency of highly stable c-w h-f signals transmitted 

ctliquely ti.rougi. the ionosphere is maßer.tarily changed by a few cycles. 

The :hange usually consists of an increase in the frequency, followed 

by u decrease and subsequently a gradual return toward the original- 

received frequency. 

The rapid part of the frequency variation lasts only a few minutes 

(usually less than 5). In addition, the frequency changes vary inversely 

with the operating frequency. Thus, a downward-aovlng layer must be 

excluded since it vould have produced changes that vary directly with 

•,he operating frequency (dcppler effect). Paths separated by many hun- 

dreds of kilometers are simultaneously affected. These pronounced fre- 

quency shifts invariably occur prior to the loss of signal characteris- 

tic of a short-wave fadeout. (On some occasions, an increase In the 

signal is observed.) In certain cases, however, the flare-induced 

frequency shift is not followed by a fadeout. Moreover, the frequency 

■har.ges lead the times of the maximum phase of the solar flare by 1 to 

''  min  Finally, the azimuthal angle of arrival of the same signals 

that suffer frequency changes during solar flares and subflares is also 

changed in a few instances. 

It is the intention of this report to show that solar flares often 

produce ionization in the ionosphere above the E level first, and then 

may or may not produce ionization in the absorbing D region at a later 

time. Most articles about SID's postulate changes no higher than the 



D and E regions  Only during the very intense solar flares(those ac- 

companied by cosnle rays) is there thought to be any change in the 

F region. 

Chapter II discusses briefly the experiisental setups used in meas- 

uring the results, Chapter III gives many examples of experimental re- 

sults of solar-flare-induced ionitation effects on h-f slgr.al character- 

istics, and Chapter IV considers a simple theoretical model to explain 

and Justify the experiEental evidence. 

- 5 
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II      EQUIPMENT FOR EXPERI^fTAL MEASUREMENTS 

Detailed experiaental setups for measuring Instantaneous frequency 

and angle of arrival have previously been reported [Refs. 20,21,23,21»). 

This oethod of aeasurlng the Instantaneous frequency has been pioneered 

by the National Bureau of Standards (Ref. 23).    In brief, the frequency 

deviations vc?re derived by eomparlng the locally generated standard 

frequency with the frequency of the transtsitted signals.    Standard- 

frequency sources at both receiving and transaitting sites were Rohde 

and Schwarz XSA standards,  rated at I part in 10   tsaxinsura daily frequency 

drift and I part  in IG maxicsuo hourly frequency drift. 

The receiving standards were offset from the transmitting standard 

by about p cps.    The resulting beat subaudio frequency was fed through 

a low.jass filter designed to eliminate hum and interference and into the 

record in*; apparatus.   Recording was accomplished by feeding the amplified 

beat frequency into a frequency meter (ÜP-5O0B) whose output was recorded 

ty (1) a Sanborn paper-tape recorder running at a speed of 2.5 ma/mln 

on a routine basis, 2h hours a days, with a lime constant of 5 sec; 

and (2) a direct-recording, Webcor magnetic-tape recorder modified to 

run at approximately l/50 In./sec.    The Sanborn recorder displays the 

beat frequency resulting from the strongest received signal component, 

while the Webcor records the entire received subaudio fading spectrum. 

When played at 15 in /sec,  the tape recording gives a signal whose fre- 

quency falls within the input-acceptance frequency band of a Kay "Sona- 

Craph" or a Raytheon "Rayspan" a-f analyzer. 

The angle of arrival of the same highly stable,  c-w h-f signals is 

determined by a phase-comparison method.    The phases of two Identical 

Yagi antennas,  transversely spaced to the true PR bearing 3 X apart, 

are compared with an Applied Technology Phase Tracking Interferometer 

(PI'l-l) or a phase-comparison direction-finder consisting of a siamesed 

SPbOO receiver pair.    The phase-information output of the PTI-1 is re- 

corded on a Sanborn recorder running at 2.5 mm/min, whereas that of the 

phase meter is recorded on an Esterline Angus ink-chart recorder running 

at 6 in./hr.    The effective time constants of the recorders were k and 

10 sec,  respectively. 
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The meosuremmts of the phase ana amplitude were usade with an ex- 
pcrlnentol setup ahovsi in Fig. 1.   The phase of incoaing tronswitted 

stable signal has beencoapared vith Uiot derived froa a locally gen- 

erated signal of the sane stability (I part in ICr per day).    The coo- 

par ison is aecoaplished in an Acton Model 52® AO phase oeter.   The out- 

put of th.e pivase aeter is integrated and fed into a Sanborn paper re- 

corder which runs at 1 aa/sec   The full-scale reading la 32« electri- 

cal radians or le cycles (wavelengths)     Tne incoaing signal is, in 

aid it ion, envelope-detected and fed into another channel of the saae 

Sanborn recorder.   The detected output is proportional to the Logarltba 

of the aaplitude of the incoaing signal.   The effective integration tiae 

ecnstants for both phase and aaplitude ore 005 sec.    (The AGO tiae con- 

stants of the 75 S-l receivers were set at 3 sec.) 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF SOLAR FLARES AND SUBFLARES 

A  DfTOODUCTION 

Figure 2 shows a map of the United States and the area around Puerto 

Rico, showing location of the transmitting and receiving sites which will 

be referred to In this report. One of the transmitting stations, that of 

the »äaiional Bureau of Standards, Is located near Washington, D.C. The 

20-Mc transmission, called UWV-20, was monitored at the University of Wash- 

ington (UW), Seattle, Washington, and at Stanford University (SU), 

Stanford, California. The other transmitting station Is located at 

Mayaguez, Puerto Rico (PR) and has been operated by the University of 

Puerto Rico. The UW site has been monitoring the 18- and 10-Mc trans- 

sslssions* and the SU alte has been monitoring the 18-, 15-, and 10-Mc 

transmissions*. Station WWV-20 Is off the air for 'J min, starting *«5 

air. after each hr. The PR transmissions are Interrupted every 2 mln for 

3 sec, and every 15 min for 30 sec. These time marks appear as negative 

spikes on the instantaneous-frequency paper records and can also be 

recognized in the amplitude, angle-of-arrlval, and phase records. In 

addition, the transmitters are keyed with the identification letters every 

half hour. 

Ray paths between the transmitting and receiving sites are also 

drawn in Fig. 2, together with their "reflection" points for 1-, 2-, 

and 3-hop propagation modes. 

The instantaneous-frequency records have a full scale of 10 cps 

(2 cps/cm); the phase records have a full scale of 32n electrical rad- 

ians  The smgle-of-arrival records (with a few exceptions, which are 

so marked) have a 20-deg full-scale spatial spread. Amplitude is re- 

'-•orded witn many sensitivities (0.2 v/cm to 2 v/cm). All recorders were 

run at a speed of 2.5 mm/min (about 6 in./hr), except the phase recorders 

which were run at 1 mm/sec■ 

The exact transmitted frequencies from PR are 17.8825, 15-1025, 

9.7675, and 9-7575 Mc. 

- 9 - 
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B.    OBSERVED EFFECTS 

The following figures JJJIQW mny exaaples of the oolar-flare-induced 

effects in the instantaneous frequency, absolute phase, angle of arrival, 

and amplitude of h-f uave^. 

1-    Frequoni.-y atanges vith m Absorption.    Figure 3 shows the effect 

o!" the solar subflare 30 of 1«« August 1961 on the W«V-20, FB-1&, and 

rB-l") »-ransasisisians as raanitored at the SU site.    Notice the Increases 

la ti» received frequency for each case at about 1731 to Ui32*.    mis 

riB» .-orresponds 10 the reported [Ref. 35] solar subflare aaxisu« phase 

:;.'-,!.?-; whirh the frequency change varies Inversely with the operating 

frequency     Hotice also that during this tioe interval (and also sub- 

eequently) tte amplitude of the l')-m signal (that of -.he lowest of the 

•.:.-•<   frequencies r^rordod) sävowed no observable absorption      (The sen- 

sitivity of UTC affiplitude recording of tht- PFI-l is about 3 to '• db/ca.) 

li:e rc-laUvt- direction of the 15-Mc wave during the tiree of the  frequency 

-••vange was sonontarlly shifted south of the great-circle plane Joining 

transmitter and receiver     Subsequently,  the l^-Mc wave was deviating 

toward the north while its frequency was increasing. 

2- Frequency Change Followed by Slight Absorption.    Figure li shows 

the effect of the solar flare of importance    1    of 15 August 1961 on the 

same signals over the same paths of Fig    3.    Notice that the frequency 

char.ges a', about 19'!?-    The rraximum of the frequency change occurs 2 mir. 

prior to the time  [Ref. 26] of visual phase maximum of the üolar flare. 

There i$ no change in the angle of arrival of the 15-Mt: signal.    Partial 

absorption commences at about 2 min after the maximum of the  frequency 

■i.ar.ge. and  Is about 6 db below the signal level a', the  time of the maxi- 

mum frequency change.    The signal attains this  value b min after t:.e 

maximum frequency change 

3- Phase and Amplitude Rapid-Hun Recordings of üolar-Induced Changeg 

Figures pa and 5b show the details of the subflare and  flare effects on 

the lü-Mc-signal amplitude and phase discussed in Figs.  3 and k.    In 

these figures,   the slope of the phase is proportional  to frequency 

Times throughout  this report are given  in Greenwich Mean Time  (GMT) 
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(i.e., u) - d0/clt).    In both cases,  the dope increases,  reaches a maxi- 

mum, and then decreases.    Subsequently,  the slope passes through zero and 

finally becomes negative only to return to the normal (presolar) slope 

wmy minutes Inter.    This elapse or time In returning to normal Is charac- 

teristic of an F-region recovery time constant     The fading rate of the 

ngüsl during the maximum phase change increased to twice the preflare 

value  in both oases, whereas the signal amplitude barely changed.    In 

aadHior.,  the subflare (Fig, 5a) produced more phase change than the 

flare of importance   1    (Fig   5b). 

'••    Frequency Changes Followed by Severe Absorption.    Figure 6 

depicts the effect of the solar flare of Importance    1    of 3 September 

1901 on the frequency of the WWV-20 and PR-18 signals, and on the angle 

of arrival ana amplitude of the PK-l^j transmissions     The maximum fre- 

quency change in this case occurred at 20k6, 5 min before the maximum 

phase of the flare.    This wag followed,  however, by a second maximum at 

■        It  Is characteristic that  m this case,  unlike that of August 15, 

rather severe absorption of the h-f signal was observed.    As in the 

previous case,  however,  the maximum absorption was reached after the 

maximum frequency change had taken place.    There is a slight angle-of- 

arrival change during the time of the maximum frequency change for this 

:ase.     The angle shifts momentarily toward the south of the path.    The 

lO-Mc vave subsequently deviates southward right after the solar flare 

(actually during the negative phase) by 2 deg 

Two-Hour Period During Wnuh Every Solar Flare and Subflare 

Produced Changes.    Figure '{ shows the  frequency changes,  angle-of-arrival 

variation,  and absorption produced by a series of solar subflares and 

flares occurring in a I'-hr period on U September 1961      The less pro- 

nounced effects are emphasized with arrows      Only the solar flare of 

importance    2    produced substantial,  measurable absorption which, 

characteristically,  commenced 1 min after the time of the maximum fre- 

quency excursion     All frequency variations are larger on the PR-SU 

18-Mc than on the WWV-SU 20-Mc signal.    During the time interval of 

the maximum frequency change at about 1915,  the 15-Mc angle-of-arrival 

signal deviated about 1.5 deg to the south for a period of 2 min,  or so. 

15 
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Oiher flares and subflares cf less  importance produced on inereaae in 

Uie rate and aaplitude of the angle-of-arrival scintillations.    Figure 7 

shows thai on particular days when gpet'ific sunepot regions are active 

every flare and subflare produces rrcquency variations on the h-f sig- 

nals      In general, however, only a i-vsill percentage (l^t to 20 percent) 

of 5olar flares and a larger percentage (2*> to 30 percent) of subflares 

reported (Befs   25,26), produced frequency variations 

(.    fwo Solar Flares:    The Leas Ig^crtant One Followed by {tore 

^■vi-;-'- A!igvrpi:s;;      The efferir;  „:. VWV-.'v.   i^-l".  ani  W.-V? signals by 

■wc solar flares of '• Septeisber i •" i ajv sk-pi.-U'd  1:. Fig. ß      In both 

?( «s »he frequenry variations vary inversely with operating frequensy 

Absorption also sets in bun rea-hes  Its srAXi»«*» value abom «■ ain af'er 

•he Koximuc frequency variaticnn     A very ;!Pva.ll. almost undistingulshable, 

deviation "oward 'he south of ■;.'• lf  M   ar.gle of arrival, ear. be observed  . 

luring the Mroe of the firs?   flare-mdured  frequency    imr.ge.    Notice 

that the absorption effect  is oore severe ana laats lor.^r for the case 

wf less  isportar.-e (importance    1) 

;.    IVo Salar Flareg of Imporiance    i     Ir.:t-.i-ir.g Widespread fhanges. 

Figure 9    shows another example of «wu nolar flares of 13 August I96I 

Df reportedly equal  impor".an<"e (i).   ye'   producing completely different 

results      The first produced noticeable  frequency changes and substantial 

absorp: icr. (altrost s irriUltar.eo.'Ly viTh the "irre   interval of frequency 

change and ar.gle-of-arrival deviations to the south).    The second pro- 

duced no readily noticeable changes   in frequency and almost no absorption. 

An angle-of-arrival deviation to the south about 6 min prior lu the maxi- 

mum phase of the second flare  is noticed on the l^-Mc signal  (see arrow 

on the 15-Mc angle-cf-arrival channel)      Thus,   It  is evident that even 

though the visual observation of two  flares seems   identical,   their ultra- 

violet and X-ray energy releases  -ould be different as  indicated by 

their substantially different effc-cts on the ionosphere that affects h-f 

waves passing through it. 

8.    Solar Flare  Inducing Frequency Changes but no Absorption. 

Figure 10 shows another effect of a solar flare on 29 July 196l that pro- 

duced frequency changes but no absorption.    The intensification of the 

-  18 - 
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bearing scintillations on the l^-Me signal following the solar flare is 

evident in this case, but angle-of-arrival deviations are not produced. 

IJotice again that the frequency variations vary inversely with the 

operating frequency 

'     Signal Enhaneepcnt During the Sclar-Flare texicmn Phase. 

Figure 11 is an exaaple of the appearance of a sigr.al which hod been 

norasally absent because of daytLme absorption.    fJsiiee that the lO'-Me 

signal (FB-UW), weak because of !wraal dnytics* abisorpilon, caae in 

KomenULrily stronger during the second flare (see arrow In third—bottoa- 

hanr.el).    Such eniianceoents of sifeT.als dur.lr.g solar flares have been 

reported also by others  fBef. 2l]. 

10     Short^Llved Azicuthal Bearing During Solar Flare.    Figure 12 

snows oore clearly the effect of a «olar flare on 29 July 19bl on the 

angle of arrival.    At the time of the frequency deviation,  the angle of 

arrival of the 1>-Kc signal had been shifted south of iis? previous bear- 

::•.£ by about 3 deg      In this  figui-o the frequency shifts also vary in- 

versely with ihe operating frequen.y     This  is also an rxaraple of an 

enhancement rather than an attenuation of the aisplitude of the 15-Mc 

signal  following the solar flare. 

11.    Siamltaneous Absolute Phase and A^lltude Rapid-Run Records 

of Solar-Induced Changes      Figurp 13 s-howa simultaneous ptese and amp- 

litude rapid-run recordings of the PR-lö and PR-15 tranerr.issions received 

at SU on 26 September I96I     Th:s example ic one which shows some of the 

most severe effects on the amplitude and phase of h-f signals recorded 

during the 2-nionth recording period.     Berauso of Its detailed and pro- 

longed occurrence,   this effect will be analyzed more fully later (see 

Chapter IV).    Suffice It to say that the net phase changes for the 18- 

and 15-Mc signals were 1200 and I'tOO cycles,  respectively,  over the back- 

ground presolar value and that no amplitude reduction was set in dur- 

ing the positive phase of the solar flare  (while the phase was increas- 

ing with time).    The absorption started to set in just prior to the time 

of the maximum phase change.    It is also emphasized here that the phase 

change is very close to    l/f (i|22 y ^jl).    /^g^   the rec0Very of the 

flare-induced phase change lasted many minutes beyond the recovery of the 

- 22 - 
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signal due to absorption, thus Indicating that the ionisation changes 

that produce the absorption and frequency changes are of different 

origin and at different levels. 

As a final connent concerning the effect of the solar flare shown 

in  Fig. 13, observe that for both, frequencies the mxiaua phase Is 

reached at the sace tics to within + 0.> see. The time coincidence in- 

dicates that both, the 15- and I6-Me wave traasoisslons were affected 

sinultaneou^ly. Since each one Is refracted at a different height of 

the ionosphere, there could not be a layer coving down because of the 

simultaneity. Since there was no absorption, the Ionisation needed to 

change the phase could not be In the lower ionospheric layers (i.e., 

D or E). Thus, most Ionisation changes oust have taken place in a 

narrowband between the E and F layers. This layer will be shown to lie 

scctewhere between 120 and ItiO ka in height (see Chapter IV). 

12. Absolute phase and Amplitude Hapid-hun Records Depicting Solar- 

Flare and Subflare-Induced Effects. All solar flares do not produce 

severe, almost spectacular results such as those shown in Fig 13« One 

sosietioes has to hunt through the records with previous knowledge of 

solar-flare events to find any effects (see, for example. Figs. lU  and 15). 

Notice the increase in the fading rate of the amplitude during the phase 

changes at about 1607, 1621, IÖ19, and l82Ji to I836 of Fig. l!- (arrows). 

The phase changes during the maximum phases of the subflares at about 

l6l2, 1625, and 2007 are also evident in Fig. 15. 

C SPECTRIW ANALYSIS OF SHORT-PERIOD FREQUEHCY FLUCTUATIONS 

As shown in the previous examples, particularly in Figs. 9 and 12, 

the solar-flare-induced effects are widespread. Thus, traveling dis- 

turbances must be excluded since, if they were isolated, they could not 

travel fast enough to affect all of the paths simultaneously. One 

should distinguish, however, two main kinds of short-period frequency 

fluctuations: those produced by solar-flare-induced ionization which 

vary inversely with the operating frequency, and those produced by sud- 

den geomagnetic-field fluctuations (i.e., sudden commencements) which 

most often vary proportionally with the operating frequency. The first 
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kind of frequency fluctuation affects all propagating modes, Including 

those of the ordinary and extraordinary waves, by roughly the same amount. 

During the second kind of fluctuation, the many propagating modes over 

the sare path are affected by slightly different amounts. Thus, when 

frequency is analyzed, the Incoming spectrum is split on the record. 

Solar flares affect only the signals which propagate In the sunlit 

pari of the earth, whereas sudden commencements can affect the h-f 

transnisslon at either day or night. Even though the sudden comaence- 

raenis occur less frequently than the gclor flares (three to four each 

month, on the average, as compared with two to three solar flares a 

day), their effect on the Instantaneous frequency Is noticed as much 

on the records as those of solar flares, since 90 percent of sudden 

cocaencements produce frequency changes as compared with about 20 percent 

of solar flares 

1 Solar-Flare-Induced Fluctuation--h,o Mode Frequency Splitting. 

Figure le shows a frequency analysis of the received-frequency spectrum 

of a solar-flare-induced frequency fluctuation. It Is clearly seen that 

the many existing modes previous to the solar flare constitute a fre- 

quency band about 1 cps wide. During the solar-flare raaximum, the 

whole band of frequencies is affected by the same amount 

2 Fluctuation Caused by a Sudden Commencement—i'tode Frequency 

Splitting  Figure 17 shows an analysis of the received-frequency spec- 

trum of short-lived frequency variations that took place during a sudden 

conLTiencement that resembles those produced by solar-flare-induced ioni- 

zatlon (i e., a slight increase in the frequency followed by a decrease 

and a subsequent recovery). During the sudden increase in the geomag- 

netic field the frequency increased; then, when the magnetic field sud- 

denly decreased, the frequency also decreased  Notice, however, that 

the many different frequencies coming in prior to the geomagnetic fluc- 

tuations with a bandwidth of about 1 cps, are affected differently and 

"frequency splitting" on the record occurs, a characteristic that is 

not observed during the solar-flare-induced fluctuations. 

3. Fluctuation During a Large Geomagnetlc-Field--Mode Frequency 

Splitting and Continued Frequency Oscillations. Another characteristic 

- 29 - 
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of the short-period fluctuations that is observed during the sudden geo- 

aiagnetic-field fluctuations but not during the solar-flare-induced fre- 

quency fluctuations, is the following  the short-lived frequency fluctua- 

tions, which usually vary proportionally with the operating frequency, 

continue for a long time after the sudden geoajagnetic-field variation, 

as shown in Fig. 18. Slotiee that the frequency ueereose of the 10-MP 

PB-SU signal is about 3 cps, whereas that of the 20-Mr WWV-SU signal 

is about C ops,  a 2 to 1 variation. In the same figure observe that the 

Id-Mc angle of arrival shifted toward the south by about 2 deg while 

•.he :Yoquency was decreasing. Tne angle of arrival of the 10-Mc FR-SU 

eifcT-al did not deviate during this frequency variation, but the bearing 

scintillations increased in amplitude markedly after it  In this case 

ii;e vertical angle changed much more than the azimuthal angle of arrival 

because of a probable vertical moveiruer.t of the ionospheric layer. The 

equipment, however, is not sensitive to the vertical angle-of-arrival 

changes 

I.    Fluctuation Caused by a Sudden Impulse--Mode Frequency Splitting 

Occurring Simultaneously over Widely Separated Paths. Figure 19 shows 

another example of a short-lived frequency change that correlates with 

the simultaneous occurrence of a rapii geomagnetic-field variation 

(magnetic sudden impulse) that took place or. !• February 1961. The 

niagnetic field suddenly increased by about 1? gamma* at 182B, then de- 

creased by more than 'iO gamma at about 1830. The frequency splitting 

and subsequent "ringing" of the frequency are present ir. this case also, 

notice that the frequency of the 20-Mc signal varied more than that of 

the 16-Mc during the time interval under discussion. The fact that the 

azimuthal angle of arrival is not affected drastically during these sud- 

den geomagnetic-field variations could be due to a vertical movement of 

the refraction point of the wave (see the proportional frequency varia- 

tion of the instantaneous frequency and the simultaneous effect on widely 

separated paths). Subsequent motions of the ionosphere, however, could 

produce tilts that would deviate the h-f waves laterally [Ref. 2h].    In 

other words, the upper layers of the ionosphere can be considered as a 

filter which "rings" whenever energy is applied to it. 

* -5 
1 gamma =10  gauss 
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IV-    THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND EXPERIMEWTAL ANALYSIS 

The experimental observations discussed in Chapter III can be sum- 
marized as follows: 

^ ^Ll^tZ H 
areS 0f the Sa0e Cla6S d0 not P^"06 si»^^ ^fects. Sometimes there can be a 2 to 1 difference in the amount of fre- 

quency change, and time intervals of their effects can range from 
i to p mln. 

' efLIa^8 (eVen 0f lfflportance 2' 3' or 3*) do not produce any 

3   Salar flares are accompanied by short-wave fadeout, others are not. 
uome .lares of the same kind during the same day produce different 
chants     The short-wave fadeout, when it occurs/^ea place afSer 
the frequency angle-of-arrival deviations to the south» of the great- 
circle plane, and it has occurred as many as 2 to 5 min later 

■• The frequency changes vary Inversely with operating frequency, as 
contrasted with the frequency changes which vary p^porUonallv 
with the operating frequency, because of the reflection point of 
oe n-l wave nioving upward or downward. 

5. The maxima of the frequency shifts take place 1 to «i min prior to 
tne time of the maxim am phase of the solar flares.   

6' Ire.!h?r"1JV!d/requency chanee Produced during solar flares can 
be distinguished from those produced during sudden geomagnetic 
field variations.    In the former case all modes are affected by 
tne same amount; whereas,  in the latter,  frequency splitting and 
ringing occurs. B    •« 

In the following sections,  simple expressions for the frequency 

and phase change, as well as for the absorption of ionospherically propa- 

gated wave, will be obtained and values for these effects under various 

ionospheric changes will be calculated.    These results will then be 

compared with experimental observations.    It will be shown that the 

ionizatlon changes in the D region needed to produce the frequency and 

phase changes reported, would also produce large absorption levels of 

the propagation signals.    From the simultaneity nature of the effects 

over large areas, and the fact that a wave also deviates off its great- 

circle plane,  as well as from other considerations,  it will be shown that 

uMnh !!0UJ:h,0f the ?feat-circle Plane is not the only direction toward 
If It. ^^:i Wil1 deVlate-    ^ depend8 on the Native position 
and theP?ln "^  ^ SeaSOn in Which the ««^urements were made, and the frequencies of operation. ' 
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solar flares often produce ionization above 12^ km but below the points 

where the h-f waves of the 15- to 20-Mc range are "reflected". 

The vlf experiments [Refs. 7,lM9] have shown that the effects 

of the D region and lower lag the effects of the E region and higher, 

and this is borne out by the examples shown in the previous chapter. 

Thus, further evidence is given to support the fact that ionization In- 

crease is also produced between the E and F regions by a different 

ionization agent than that which produces ionization in the D region. 

Furtajermore, the data presented here indicate that all layers (i.e., 

heights) are not affected simultaneously; radiation arrives and affects 

the higher regions first, and later the shorter wavelength X-ray radia- 

tion, etc., roay or may not come to affect the D or lower region. 

A. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The behavior of an h-f wave transmitted through the ionosphere is 

completely described if its frequency f ana its propagation function 

y    are given. That Is, each wave is of the form: 

Wave 

R     " n 

Eo exp jout - J7ds 

T 

= Eo exp . Jads 
T 

exp 

:1 

I ß ds 
(1) 

where 

and 

E = amplitude of wave as it leaves transmitter T, 

(u = operational angular frequency = 2nf, 

7 = a + Jß = propagation function (per/m), 

a = the attenuation part of the propagation function 
(nepers/m), 

ß = phase part of the propagation function (radians/m). 

Each integral in Eq. (1) is from the transmitter T to the receiver R. 

The propagation function, 7 , of an h-f wave traveling through the 

ionosphere is given by the Appleton-Hartree formula [Ref. 27]: 
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2 2 

ttV. 2      9 
2 (?)    ßv "tu 

8(1- JS) 
(5 sin 0)2 

'01 

1     d tu     va) ' 

(^ C08  0)2 

(2) 

vssere the symbols Imve their usual significance (see also List of Symbols) 

The plus sign gives the propagation function of the ordinary «avc, and 

the olnus sign that of the extraordinary. 

For the geometry at hand the so-called quasi-longitudinal (QL) «P- 

proxiaation of Eq.  (I) can be used.   TlUs takes the form (Ref. 2?] 

r2 = ß 2 - 0 2 
(5)2 

U
    Ht —   UJ 

(3) 

Since the operating frequency ranges between 15 and 20 Mc and the gyro- 

frequency is about 1.25 Mc, the term u^/u) cos 9l0=6oo  compared with 

1 can be neglected for the purpose of calculating the attenuation. 

Thus, for both the ordinary and extraordinary waves, one has 

S^! . Äl-JL— = a + Jß 
c|f    t"  i . j Ü 

(M 

L*. FP.EQUEirCY AHD PHASE VARIATIONS 

For the purpose of calculating phase or frequency changes one may 

neglect the term i'/ui but keep the term o^/o) cos 0 in order to see 

the effect of the magnetic field. Propagation is controlled by ß when 

m < cu but not much smaller than ay Then. 

ß =" H  c -1 
CD 

.2 

1 + —Icos 0l 
— Ü) 

1/2 
when — « 1 

(5) 
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Thus, neglecting momentarily the attenuation function, one has for 

the ordinary mode 
R 

Wave « exp I ■ e Jtut - J 1 ßds 

T 

where 0 is the total pSmse of the wave. The time derivative of the 

total phase is the instantaneous angular frequency 

J.U (6) 

d0 
dt a ^inst radians/sec* (7) 

When   0   does not vary with time, CB        = cu, the operniing frequency 

If     3     does vary with time, however. 

d0 
"inst = dt s ^ rl ßds radians/sec (8) 

It is the tiroe dependence of the second term of Kq. (6) that modifies 

the phase and instanttmeous-received frequency of h-f waves during 

solar flares. 

Assuming an n-hop propagation path between stations separated by 

a distance d km, we propose that the absorption and frequency variations 

are due to a change in the ionization of a layer of thickness a km 

in the nondeviative part of the path [Ref. 20]. For simplicity, let us 

assume that ß is a constant function of the spatial coordinates (x,y,z) 

as the wave travels through the thin layer of thickness a. Under this 

assumption ß can be taken out of the integral sign and the value of 

the integral replaced by the incremental path length AS. 

AS 
2 an 
sin \|f meters (9) 

where * = arc tan 1 n 
2 nh' 

is the takeoff angle of the wave, and h'  is ■n d 

the virtual height of refraction. For this model, ß changes with time 

only in region II (see Fig. 20); thus 

0 = cot - fl/l - Ä O) 

03    CD + 01, |20S 0| 
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Since 

A2^—<i, to «. ' 
Ü) + UJL.   COB   0 

we neglect higher terras in the expansion of the square root to obtain 

2 

0 = aA - - AS + ~ ( ^i ,) AS fll) y c "^     2ajc va) + ai 'cos e" K XJ 

The third tens in Eq. (U) is due to the ionosphere and 

v,  ^ ^ {       AS    > n9. 

— jj 

For the frequency cose 

^- ^ AS S n,. 
dt   " ^     c   tu + tu. Icos 9l dt ^^ 

Thus,  the frequency and phase of a wave of frequency   UJ   transmitted 

through the Ionosphere vary inversely with the operating frequency 

when   oi.    varies with time in region II. 

C      FEKMAT'S PRINCIPLE 

That the different modes (i.e., ordinary and extraordinary modes 

of the many n-hop modes) pass through slightly different paths can be 

seen from Fermat's principle which,  for our specific case,  states that 

the integral of the phase path of an electromagnetic wave traveling 

from a point   A    (the transmitter) to a point    B (the receiver), as 

shown in the sketch below,   is a minimum or 

B dS 

I ds 
— = min 

A      P 

where ds denotes a differential path length transversed by the wave 

with the phase velocity v , but, 

HO 



v   _ to      angular operating frequency  . 
P ~ T propagation function of wave In medium "'' 

Thus, Eq.  (Ill) becomes: 
B 

J   ß ds = min (16) 

A 

ainee the operating frequency tu is a constant. In our case the 

propagation-phase function ß is not only a function of the three 

coordinates (x,y,2) at any point on the path p but of time t as 

well 

Fermat's principle is, of course, subject to certain restrictions, 

naßöly, that the propagation function does not have rapid changes 

(either with space or time) and that the medium is Isotropie. These 

conditions r.re not met here in a strictly rigorous sense, because the 

medlua: is anlsoiropic and rapid variations In the propagation funclion 

nre Known to lake place. Fermat's principle could be used, however, os 

if the ionosphere were quasi-variable, but the propagation function of 

tr.e anisotropic medium will be utilized by Including tne effect of 

tne magnetic field. 

In addition to the variations of the propagation-phase function ß 

In the ionosphere, which could affect the ray path of the h-f wave as it 

'ravels from A to B, movements or motions of the ionospheric layers 

modify this path. These motions of the layers produce true doppler- 

frequency changes in the signal that are proportional to the operating 

frequency. The frequency varr.ötions that take place because of the 

lime variation of the propagation function can be determined by examin- 

ing the time derivative of the ray path. Thus, the total change in the 

instantaneous frequency of the wave is given by [Ref. 28], 

B 
-1 

3t J ß is W 
A 

+u .    -no 
£*u = cu — 

v 
p 

or, using Eq. (15), 

^ = iUn ß " I I ds (l8) 

hi 



where    u     is the component of the velocity of the rooving disturbance 

along the path.    Equation (18) shows that even the doppler-frequency 

term (a) is affected when the propagation-phase function varies with 

tiaie.    In Eq.   (l8a) the plus sign is used when the disturbance le moving 

toward the transmitter, the negative sign when moving away from the trons- 

raiiter.    The negative sign in front of the integral term (b) of Eq.  (18) 

is; used because,  for the ease of forward propagation,   the propagation 

function carries a negative sign, as in Eq.  (1). 

D.    FREQUEWCY VARIATIONS WHEN u^ ONLY VARIES WITH TI!C 

Examination of the propagation-phase function   0   of the ordinary 

and extraordinary waves when   m..   only variej? with tlae, below the 

•eight of their refraction points, such as during the sudden introduc- 

tion of ioniaation along the ray path,  reveals tijat the time-varying 

prapagation function contributes to a change in the Instantaneous fre- 

quency.    Thus, as the wave advances   £S    meters along its phase path, 

its  instantaneous frequency changes from   m    tn   cu + isu.    From Eqs.  (IC) 

and (11) this change would be proportional to    ciß/dt, or 

"^'ord ~   ß   (u   a) ■* «1. 'cos gi 
(19) 

for the ordinary wave,  and 

'Hextr3    ß   CD   cu-ui. Icosei 
(20) 

for the extraordinary wave. 

Since,  during the positive part of the phase where    .-^    increases, 

düi,/dt > 0    and   ui./tu cos 0 « 1, 

1 + —  I cos 0 
- CD 

=  1 +  (cu^/a))   I COP el (21) 

and there is an increase in the instantaneous frequency of the propagat- 

ing signal that is proportional to the reciprocal of the operating fre- 

quency of the transmitted wave. Furthermore, during electron-density 

fluctuations: 
1*2 



Au       <   Jo) (22) ord extr v    ' 

as can be seen by comparison of Eqs.  (19) and (20) with Eq.  (21).    Thus, 

the ordinary and extraordinary roodce are affected differently by the 

oiEount   3(ax./tü cos 9), since one is decreased by   ui./to cos 6   and the 

other is Increased by   3.,/^ sos 0.    This difference is saall, however, 

ainoe for the frequencies used here   2 «,/«) cos ß ■ 2(1.25/17.9) cos 60 

deg = 0.07, or the two frequencies differ by only 7 percent In the 

] ". !625 frequency case.    This percentage' will increase os the operating 

frequency appi-oaehes the gyro frequency. 

E.     FREQUENCy VAHiATIOfii; WHEH ax. ONLY VARIES MrDi TIME is 

With the assvmptlor. that   <u,   varies with tlsae and   m..   stays con- 

s'ant,  the frequency changes will be ps-oportional to 

2 % 

^lord - dtlord B ST ^    ^ e0S Ö ^ i ^2    (23) 

l<u ♦ ui.    cos G i; 

a.nd tl'.e  frequency of the ordinary mode increases, whereas 

2 <Hi 
ß        01,. 2 TT1    AS dß|                    v    .li* dt                    ,0) , (—)    ü) cos u  5 (2i.) .ifj; extr   dtlextr ?3    xtu 

(ü)-ai. Icos o!)' 

and '.he frequency jf 't^  extraordinary mode decreasej}. In this case 

apain, the many modes are affected differently. The "hanges in the in- 

ntanianeous frequency during rapid magnetic changes are inversely pro- 

portional to the square of the operating frequency in the nondeviative 

region where ß « 1 (region II of Fig. 20)  Close to the point of 

refraction, however, wnere ß ^ Ü (region I of Kig. 20), the result is 

to change the height at which the v/ave is refracted. The frequency 

change, then, is proportional to the time derivative of the virtual 

height; that is, the doppler-type frequency change observed is directly 

proportional to the operating frequency. 
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The above statement can be clarified by examining the doppler-fre- 
quency change   Aa» , which is given by 

R 

ÄtootoSr   j   |S (25) 
m        g 

d 
3t 

where   vg    is the group velocity of the wave along the path   ds    from 

the transmitter   T   to the receiver   R.      Since    v   B en, where   c    is 

the velocity of light and   n   the refractive index ir. the ionosphere, 
one äiae 

T l/l - (-)    2] , ' OJ '    ü> + oi Icos G\ 

but        ds sin *n = dz, where   dz    is the vertical-height increment cor- 

respondlng to the slant incremental path    ds, and    .      is the takeoff 
n 

angle of the nth mode.    Thus, Eq.   (26) can be transformed to 

h 

^ = ? it 2n sin ♦n IT jr-r ■ (27) 
0 105/  ' 0) '     0) + 01   (cos  ß j 

or 

^ = f 2n sin ♦^h- (28) 

where h' is the virtual height of refraction. 

Thus, when the reflecting layer changes height with time, having a 

component of velocity un along the direction of propagation, the second 

term of Eq. (18) is reduced to a similar expression like the first and 

a doppler-type of frequency shift is produced which varies proportionally 

t0 the operating frequency. The effect of the magnetic field is to cause 

the ordinary and extraordinary modes to be refracted from different heights 

in the ionosphere. Therefore, h' varies differently for the ordinary 

case (plus sign in Eq. 28) than for the extraordinary case (minus sign 

in Eq. 28). The result is a splitting, on the record, of the frequency 

spectrum of the incoming transmission. 
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F. CALCULATIONS OF ATTENUATION WHEN a^ VARIES WITH TIME 

In the attenuation case, an approximate expression for the change 

In a with N that is good to within 10 percent when a^/a) < 0.7 and 

"AB< 0.7, Is: 

da - -^=5 ^—s 5-5 5 nepers/ra 
her   1 + (i»/a>r   ii - K» r {»/<») 

(29) 

For heights between 65 and 150 km and for frequencies above 15 Mc, 

%Ao< 0 j and «»/tu < 0.3- An appropriate approximation of Eq. (29) in 

this height range is 

da = ^-^5 dJJ   nepers/m (30) 
2 cr 

The change in power absorption of a signal in decibels is 

dA = d [20 log10 exp (a AS)] (31) 

For small changes in path geometry 

dA = TB.66 ASda    db (32) 

Substituting Eq. (l6) into Eq. (18) 

dA - Q'66 ^ m  (-) dN     db     (33) 
2 cr 

The change in phase with a change in   N    for   ia,/cD < 0.3    is from 

Eq.   (12) 

diU |2 = S# dN ^ , cycles (3M 2n     2 cf CD + üi-fcos $ J w y 

Now, reasonable values for the PR-SU path geometry are    h1  = 300 km   and 

d = 51*00 km.    Let us assume arbitrarily that   a = 20 km.    The above 

values, when substituted in Eq.   (9), give   AS = 360 km    since,  for low 

takeoff values,  tan \if   » \i/  . ' *n      yn 

^ 



Let us calculate the effect of a change in the lonizatlon of the 

D region on the absorption of a l>Mc signal.   At these heights (see 

Fig. 21)    i> = lo'/secj thus,  from Eq.  (18) one gets: 

dA - (6-66)  m HO1) (3.6 x 10^) „,.      ,   : .8 

'     (2) (3 x I0b) (15 x 10Y     m B ^ X 10     dN     db 

From Eq.  (35) the phase change of this signal is: 

(2) (3 x A (15 x 10^) ^ = ^^ X lC ' dI'       radlan8 

(36) 
ine pnase change in number of cycles is: 

^ = 3-2 x 10'9 dN     cycles (37) 

In the D region, N is approximately 5 x 109 electrons/m3. A 

change of 50 percent in N (not unusual during fadeouts) corresponds 

to a drop in signal level of (from Eq. 35): 

dA = 1.85 x lO"8 (2.5 x 109) = 1.5    db    (36) 

and a phase change of (from Eq. 37); 

di = 3.2 x 10"9 x 2.5 x 109 = 8     cycles (39) 

The absorption would certainly be detectable, but the phase change Is 

barely detectable as a frequency deviation If it occurs over a period 

of greater than half a minute. The large value of the absorption implies 

that frequency deviations are due to ionization changes in higher regions. 

If the layer is placed at E-region heights (lOO to 120 km), 

f = 105/sec; then 

dA = 1.8 x 10"10 dfl        db     (1,0) 

and di = 3.2 x 10"9 dN cycles (1*1) 
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For this case a phase change of 120 cycles (or a 2-ep8 "kick" for 

I aln--not unusual, see Figs 3 and 5) would cause an absorption change 

of about 7 db, an anount easily noticeable.    This corresponds to a change 

of   120/3.2 x ID-9 * 3.8 x 1010 clectrons/m3, or 30 percent of the E- 

reglon electron density. 

Since certain salar flares produce phase changes of the above aag- 

nltude without any observable absorption,  the lonlsatlun in these cases 

sust be introduced at a yet higher level.    Assunlng that changes In sig- 

nal strength of less than 1 db cannot be distinguished In the present 

setup, we will calculate the Bjlnioum height of the band whose lonlzatior. 

change will produce the observed frequency kicks. 

For exatsple,  the Ik August 1961 {Fir    7a)calar stibflare prodced a phase 

c5«ange of 300r: radians (150 cycles) but no obfie'-vahle absorption on the 

PB-SU 15-Mc signal. 

Calcula'.ir.g the caxlajua   v    which will give an ftfcsorptior. less tha,*! 

1 db, we substitute Eq.  (33)  Into Eq.  {I1*) and obtain- 

.   , 2jtfdA       1^ x 10   x I      .  ,.      ,'., ,_, 

A height greater than 125 km is required to give a v    of suffi- 

ciently low magnitude. Thus, It appear, ihat. aome solar flares produce 

ior.izatlon above 125 km  It is noted that an ionospheric disturbance 

of any origin which causes a phase change of greater than 150 cycles 

with no observable absorption on the PR-SU 15-Mc signal must occur above 

120 km. 

C  ANALYSIS OF THE I INDUCED-EFFECTS OF TifE 26 SEPTEf4BER I96I SOLAR FLARE 
OF mPORTAIJCE 3 

Now let us examine the effects of the solar flare of importance 3 

of 28 September 1961 (Fig. 13). Table 2 contains a detailed record of 

the events that took place during the lifetime of this flare. The in- 

formation included in the second, sixth, seventh and eighth columns is 

taken from the High Altitude Observatory's "Preliminary Reports of Solar 

Activity" [Ref. 26]. The information contained in the other columns 

is derived from the record shown in Fig. 13. 
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TABLE  2      OCCUIIIIRNCF. OF  EVENTS OF  FI.AHE OF  28  SEPTEMBEH   1961 

(1) «21 (3) (I» IS) (6) <7) 18) 

Fadiai Hal« 
Absurpliua 

Up») 
Tia« 
(GMT) 

Frt^itocr 
ll«»itl»ea 

Attraf* 
si.. sir 11 Mt IS Mr SP\ SCBIA* SEA 

S200 Optic«!  «•••! i 

3Jo; 10 0»»n   at   IS »c 
320R  SO "a.«i   al   II mt 0 36 0 SO 
*?l? 0 IS 0 4S Oaact 
7JU 0 SO 1.(0 Oaaal 
2}IJ 0 90 1 30 Oaaat 
?JI6 40 1.70 1 90 
?2U &S W»inn,»   IS •»<   II ISO 1 40 
JJII Oa.at" 1.00 1.00 
rji« i? 2cr<>    1«« J-ir«,«) 0 90 0 90 
23ia io Nat    Ke«    Kf| 0.90 1  20 
2221   10 Na* 0 40 0 60 
2224 Nag.  Opltcal  fk*»* 
222« 0.30 0 30 
22 SO Racovcrf 
2Jlti bill 

I»ft rl«er« 1/201 

M>'A  ■  Suditen C»*«i( Noiat Abaorpdaa 

Tl><  tmr  (i%«a  by  Hff    26 «as  2218 GMT 

A cursory glance at Table 2 shows the following: 

1. The maximum of the amplitude fading rate occurs at the same time 
as the maximum frequency (phase) change. 

2. The absorption starts after the maximum frequency deviation and 
reaches its maximum some 5? min later. Even this maximum absorp- 
tion is classified as one of importance 1, i.e., very moderate. 

5. The SPA, 3CNA and SEA effects have their onset times 5, 7 and 8 
min, respectively, after the onset time of the frequency change, 
and their importance is of secondary value. It seems that during 
this flare, ionlzation was produced at all levels simultaneously 
(as is the case during very strong solar flares); but maximum 
Ionlzation was produced first at higher levels (see frequency and 
absorption maxima about '( min apart) and then at the lower levels. 
Even the lower iomzation production was not too pronounced, as 
one can see from the severity of the SPA, SCNA, SEA, and particu- 
larly the slow SWF effects. 

h    The Ip- and l8-Mc signals suffered a total of 1100 and 910 cycles of 
additional phase rotation, respectively, before any observable ab- 
sorption was noticed. These values are proportional to l/f. 

'?• The maximum frequency change occurs simultaneously on both frequen- 
cies to within +0.5 sec. An additional fact that must be brought 
out here is that the sun is low over much of the path (5 PM local 
time in Florida, one-third of the way from PR to SU). Also, because 
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<   it« «r the eaulnox. the subsolar point is many degrees 
ll^ofTX.    Us ZlTeil at so^vhat grazing angle on the 
ionosphere though which the PR-SU path passes. 

Combining Eqs    (33) and (3*0, one gets 

di f  
M = ö.bö v 

for the solar flare of 28 September 196l, the phase change before 

ony observable absorption occurred was 910 cycles at lS Me .u.d HOC 

cycles at 15 Mc. 
The total change in ionl^tlon along the path U,  from Eq    (3'0, 

010 x 18 x 106 x 2 x 3 x 10^ = L2 x i0lh/m?-      (''3) 
äS du = Bi 

ass«lng tte .lnl«m c-hanSo In signal level that can be deteC«. 1. I db. 

The »axln,« average value of   o that can cause   < I db   absorption 

Is derived from Eq.   (1»2): 

,; = 2 x lOUß.66 = 2.3 x 103/sec W 

T«e height with this    v    is UO km;  thus,  the average height of 

ionlzatlon change is 1^0 km or more.    For a path length of 1.00 km 

through the layer (thickness of layer of 20 km),  the .hange in  ion 

density is obtained from Eq.   (26) as 

^M     1-2 x 10      _ ^ v io8 electrons/m3 ('ö) 
on = — T^ -JA*« 

liOO x 10-* 

The values given by Eq.   (32) are less than 1 percent of the ion density 

or the region at l^O km.    This small value Is obtained from the assump- 

tion that the layer was 20.km thick.    Actually,  however,   it could be 

much less than this,  say about 2-km thick. 
The above analysis co-dd also be carried out by considering the re- 

combination coefficients of the different charged particles for the 

different heights   [Ref.  29].    However, this was not accomplished for two 

reasons:     (l) there are many such coefficients in the lower ionosphere, 
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and their exact variation with height is not well known, and (2), 

because of the recording speeds employed during these experiments, the 

exact recovery tiroes of the frequency fluctuations during solar flares 

could not be determined with accuracy. As on alternative raethod, the 

effect of absorption was chosen since the variation of the collision 

frequency with height is better known. 

H  AOtEEMENT OF THEORETICAL AMD ESO'ERDSiOTAL RESULTS 

The previous analysis and experieentnl evidence indicate that the 

propoised model of Fig. 2C is u  reasonable one, to a first approximation. 

Since Elison (Ref JO} suggested that during solar flares, Intense 

radiations around 500 and 1200 A may be emitted (although he states that 

we have no proof of this) and Friedman [Ref 3ll described rocket experi- 

ments which yielded the information that radiations between 100 and 1000 A 

are absorbed in the region between 120 to l'»0 km, one might speculate 

that during solar flares radiations of this type ionize the upper atmos- 

phere at these heights. The time variation of the lonlzation change pro- 

duces th.ese frequency kicks without producing absorption (l.e , without 

penetrating down to the D or E region). 

In the case of vertical-Incidence lonograms to determine height of 

reflection, one must take into account the additional retardation Intro- 

duced by the extra iomzatlon that Is introduced by the solar flare. 

If this retardation occurs somewhere below the reflection point of the 

vertical wave, the virtual height will seem to rise; whereas actually 

this is not so. This can be shown from differentiating the argument of 

Sq (5) with respect to tu since the time delay is 
R 

Q 

'-Ü-äffil"** Ieds)       W 

Since 0    increases during the time interval of a solar flare, T will 

be larger and the virtual height will seem higher. Thus, one may draw 

the erroneous conclusion that the layer rises because of a reduction of 

the electron density near the reflection point [Ref. 3]- A reduction in 

the ionization density does not take place during solar flares, since it 

has been shown that the total ionization of the atmosphere increases by 
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more than 100 percent during some strong solar flares [Refs. 15 and 22]. 

T5jis Indicates that not only the D-region ionization is increased (as 

evidenced by the absorption results) [Refs. 2-7, and 1^, 19 and 29] or 

the E region (as shown by Burkard [Ref 11], Bibl [Ref. 17], and Findlay 

[Ref. l8]), but the higher levels as well, as shown by the isolated case 

of Nalsffllth and Beynon [Ref. 12]  Furthermore, from the observation of 

the frequency of backscattered signals during solar flares, it is con- 

cluded that the downward-moving-layer model [Refs. 15 and 22] is not 

always an appropriate one [Ref. 32]. 

The following model might then be proposed: During some solar 

flares ionization of certain band frequencies (UV) arrives first and 

ic.nizos primarily the 120- to 1'iO-kra height with small increases in the 

ionization in the D and F regions. Subsequently, the ionization 

"hardens" (probably because of the arrival of X-rays and gamma-rays) and 

produces electron-density variations in the D region, which results in 

absorption. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

During the lifetime of certain of the solar flares reported 

IRefs 25 and 26J, the frequency or an obliquely propagated h-f wave 

in the frequency range between 10 and 20 Mc is moBentarily changed by a 

feu cycles. The change consists of an Increase in the instantaneous- 

received frequency, followed by a decrease and subsequently a gradual 

return toward the original-received frequency. The rapid port of the 

frequency variations lasts only a few minutes (usually less than 5). 

In addition, the frequency change varies inversely with the operating 

frequency, as contrasted with the so-called doppler frequency changes, 

produced by moving inhomogenenies and traveling Ionospheric disturbances, 

which vary directly proportionally wiMi the operating frequency 

Paths separated by many hundreds of kilometers are simultaneously 

affected. These frequency changes invariably occur prior to the com- 

mencement cf the signal absorption (1 to :; min; or. the average of 

every 2  min), Various degrees of change ranging from no observable 

absorption to complete signal loss have been observed  Th*» azimuthal 

angle of arrival of the same signals that suffer frequency changes 

during some of the solar flares aj.d subflares is also shifted off its 

true bearing. These bearing deviations are toward the south in the case 

of the Puerto Rico - Stanford path  They indicate that electron-density 

gradients are formed when the sur. illuminates part of the path or the 

sun's radiation is falling at a grazing ir.cider.-e. 

These observations of instantaneous-frequency and angle-of-arrival 

changes during solar flares, together with other experimental results 

such as backscattered h-f signals, measurements of F-region electron 

density, and ultraviolet absorption by the ionosphere, suggest that new 

ionlzation is introduced initially somewhere just above the E region 

(very probably in the height region 120 to I'lO km), although even greater 

heights are possible  This iomzatlon may or may not be followed by the 

generation of ionlzation in the absorbing D region 

The time variation of the height at which solar-flare-induced 

ionization is released, suggests that the ionlzation producing radiant 

energy is initially soft (500 to 1000 A), and then hardens (l to 100 A) 

as the flare progresses 
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The fact  that the frequency or phase change c-omes invariably prior 
to the signal loss shows that it .ould conceivably be used to worn of 

spending signal loss in modern h-f communication systems, affording 

continuous feedback of propagation conditions over the path. 

The short-lived frequency variations caused by ionization changes 

due    ) solar-induced radiation, however, should be distinguished from 

n Hmilar kind that  is observed during sudden commencements or sudden 

ri.-.at :0ns of the geomagnetic field.    These short-lived variations 

vary proportionally with the operating frequency and affect the dif- 

erer.r  aodes (: e.. ordinary ana extraordinary) by different amounts. 

.s.   frequency splitting is observed during these fluctuations which 

■^  observed dur-ng the Äolar-rlarc-induced,   ionization-change fre- 
q.er.ry 
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